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in july 2019, insight ventures, based in san francisco, ca, a new division of sapientnitro,
headquartered in boston, ma, made an investment in shogun, a headless commerce platform for
smbs and enterprise. shogun was founded in 2013 by szabo, a veteran of sap and emc, and levy, an
industry veteran and current chief architect at sap. we are thrilled to be leading a $5.5 million series
a led by insight ventures, said szabo. since our inception, shogun has been an exceptional platform
for our clients to rapidly create and maintain a “headless” e-commerce experience in the cloud.
szabo continued. shogun allows our clients to quickly create and maintain a “headless” e-commerce
experience in the cloud. as we expand shogun into new markets, we are excited to work with
industry partners such as insight ventures and the bill & melinda gates foundation to help more
people around the world come online and make commerce more affordable. if you have any
questions, you can reach out to me via twitter or on github. i also have a linkedin page and we are
always looking for interesting projects to build. feel free to reach out to me as well. the musuo isshin
state uses up a skill slot. due to this, it is often used as a finisher, especially for shoguns who have
no other finishers. it is also an opportunity to steal your opponents attention to make sure they dont
move out of range. this can be used to catch out a fleeing opponent or even get you out of a sticky
situation. the damage dealt through this state is often magical in nature.
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The art of the ninja is at the very core of Shogun 2s combat mechanics. Their invisibility allows them
to hide among the bush and strike unexpectedly at your opponents. Unlike samurai, ninja are more

than a weapon in hand: they are also adept at handling the tools of war - sharp katana swords,
smoking muskets and throwing stars. Total War: Shogun is the definitive strategy-RPG, founded on

the engine that redefined real-time strategy when it launched with Total War: Rome 2 in 2010.
Shogun 2 continues to captivate fans with stunning graphics, deep strategic gameplay, challenging

AI, a comprehensive range of customization options and a fascinating new faction system that mixes
the best of historical and high fantasy. The game's third chapter, Total War: Shogun 2 is a

breathtaking blend of immersive strategy gameplay and fast paced, visceral, hack and slash combat.
Players have total control over their armies, choosing how to build and engage a range of different

nations, including totally unique factions like the Takeda, the Shimazu and the Uesugi, who will affect
the story and lore as well as the battlefield. In a startling leap of innovation, Shogun 2 allows players

to use detailed battlefield maps to directly influence how their armies move and fight, turning the
classic concept of strategy on its head. Things like land units seeking cover from enemy fire, units
deciding to stop and rest and even the issuing of orders by allies are all taken into account in real

time as battles rage around you. The sword eventually does all the talking for you in this new
approach to the long-running Total War franchise. 5ec8ef588b
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